Fukushima’s Implications for Korea’s Nuclear Dilemmas

The cascade of events starting with the

criteria for nuclear plants, especially the risk

November 2010 unveiling of the DPRK’s

posed by tsunamis higher than 4 or 5 meters

enrichment and small light water reactor pro-

assumed to be the worst case in planning for

gram that culminated with the Fukushima

nuclear plants in that country.4

meltdowns after the 3.11 earthquake-tsuna-

Second, locating spent fuel ponds in the

mi has redefined the nuclear issue in the

vicinity of the reactor cores, inside reactor sec-

region, and especially in Korea.1

ondary containment buildings, let alone sus-

The nuclear event in Japan is not yet over.

pended high in the reactor building, has been

That will only happen when the reactors that

exposed as a design flaw of enormous signifi-

suffered partial meltdowns at Fukushima

cance. Spent fuel ponds contain the fuel from

achieve some kind of cold shutdown status,

scores of reactor years of operation, and rep-

and the spent fuel ponds are stabilized. It will

resent a greater radiological threat per se

status;2

than the reactors themselves. Problems at the

and then between 1 and 3 decades to dis-

spent fuel pond implicate the reactor building

mantle and cleanup the site and surrounding

and operations, and vice versa. With hind-

area.3

sight, it’s hard to believe that the designers

take at least a year to achieve this

Thus, it is still premature to speculate on

and regulators did not realize that this was a

the exact scope of the event and its implica-

dumb idea that created the possibility of a

tions both for nuclear power and nuclear pro-

common failure mode to the spent fuel pond

liferation in the region.

and to the reactor core cooling systems.

Nonetheless, certain tentative broad conclu-

Remarkably, however, this was the case in the

sions may be drawn already from the

early years of the GE boiling water reactors,

impacts already observed at Fukushima and

and TEPCO proved unable to respond to

its aftermath.

recent advice that it faced an overwhelming

First, in the narrowest sense of where

tsunami threat.5

nuclear reactors may be built safely in the

In the future, spent fuel ponds should be

future, the Fukushima disaster exposed the

located away from reactors, and likely should

folly of co-locating reactors (so that one may

also be underground, especially in warzones

make it impossible to work in an adjacent

such as Korea. Moreover, for the short period

reactor), and of locating reactors in coastal

that spent fuel is kept on-site in a pond, that

zones subject to tsunamis. Already, countries

structure be built to cool the contents passive-

such as Vietnam are revisiting their design

ly, and viewed as a container for possible
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meltdown and sub-critical fission events. It

well as domestic populations.

should be transferred as soon as possible into

The impression was unmistakable that the

dry cask storage and then transported to a

Japanese government strove mightily in the

surface or subterranean storage facility, to

first weeks of the nuclear crisis to share mas-

reduce the risk of damage from earthquake,

sively the information that it had at hand,

tsunami, fire, or terrorist attack. Furthermore,

but equally strongly, avoided any revelations

a distributed strategy rather than a central-

about the range of possible response require-

ized spent fuel facility may reduce overall risk

ments based on forecasting due to uncertain-

of catastrophic release.6

ty—leaving the impression that much knowl-

Third, the Fukushima event has exposed

edge about the potential threat was denied to

the need for already demanding nuclear

the public and neighbors, as distinct from

reactor technology to build in new features,

information being shared.

including off-site, shielded duplicate control

Fifth, the shattering of the Fukushima

centers, standby back-up power, via diesel

nuclear complex in the midst of an enor-

generator and battery power, at a minimal

mous earthquake and tsunami exposed the

elevation safe from tsunamis, pressure relief

plant operator, TEPCO, to enormous stress. At

valves that work manually in case of loss of

one point, TEPCO’s CEO Masataka Shimizu

on-site battery backup power, color coding of

reportedly was hospitalized due to exhaus-

key components so that robots and drones

tion caused by the overwhelming flood of

can identify scattered and broken equipment,

information, the press of responsibility, and

and stores of boron and other critical materi-

the weight of decisions.7 The nuclear workers

als should be pre-positioned at all facilities.

exposed to terrible conditions at the site are

Fourth, the Fukushima event confirms, yet

depressed and exhausted. As the emergency

again, the centrality of the human contribu-

became protracted, criticism of the monopo-

tion to the operation of high technology sub-

listic practices of the nuclear utilities in Japan,

ject to low probability but extreme failure

and their immunity from past criticism and

events. The range of issues that need to be

demands to be more accountable to munici-

revisited based on the Fukushima experience

pal and provincial authorities, let alone local

to date includes setting international stan-

communities, has flooded into the main-

dards for nuclear accident site stabilization

stream daily and weekly newspapers in

and recovery operations, rather than ad hoc

Japan.

adjustments to domestic standards based on

Sixth, the event has been framed as one in

expediency; an international response capac-

which the victim—the Japanese people—

ity that is standing in organization and

faced a villain—the tsunami, as if this event

rapidly deployable (similar to that in opera-

were natural in origin, supplemented by the

tion already for earthquakes) rather than

notion of TEPCO’s “culture of complicity.”8 In

organized ad hoc and only after significant

reality, the roots of Fukushima plant and lia-

delay (three weeks in the case of Fukushima);

bility for its failures are found not only in

and a complete review and likely massive

Japan’s domestic political economy and insti-

strengthening of the obligations of states

tutional structure of the power sector, but also

under the Convention on Nuclear Safety to

in the US Eximbank financing and nuclear

share information with neighboring states as

export program used by General Electric to
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sell reactors to TEPCO in the first place,

to life” looks surreal today.11

including those at Fukushima. In this conve-

Eighth, the Fukushima event prefigured the

nient arrangement, General Electric received

risk that a state or a non-state actor may

sovereign immunity against liability arising

select a nuclear fuel cycle facility, especially

from accidents and malfunctions at the

reactors and spent fuel ponds, as targets for

plants that it sold to and built in Japan. To

radiological warfare (as against a war in

date, General Electric has managed to stay

which nuclear warheads are used).12 The rel-

out of the limelight. I predict that situation

atively low levels of security at most nuclear

will change as enquiries are held as to what

facilities is not capable of withstanding a well

went wrong at Fukushima, and how a plant

organized terrorist attack using modern light

could be constructed to fail so monumentally.

arms and missiles.13 No doubt this issue will

Liability for major nuclear accidents will cer-

be a major theme at the 2012 Global Nuclear

tainly be an issue faced by nuclear exporters

Security Summit in Seoul, but Fukushima has

in the future; and it is possible that old

made the issue of radiological terror immedi-

indemnity agreements may be challenged

ate and urgent.

legally should the accident investigation

Ninth, an unexpected discovery in response

show negligence on the part of reactor suppli-

to the earthquake-tsunami’s impact on cen-

ers and architect-engineering firms. This issue

tral power stations, fossil fuelled as well as

is also salient in Korea.

nuclear powered, and on the transmission

Seventh, the Japanese government will

and distribution grid, is that a combination

almost certainly need to request that an

of rapid deployment of modular, small

international official enquiry be convened, in

renewable combined with a massive pro-

addition to whatever domestic investigation

gram of efficiency in household, commercial,

undertaken.9

and industrial end use, may provide faster

Whether the international enquiry is con-

and cheaper resilience in large-scale collapse

vened by Japan itself, or at its request by the

or destruction of critical power infrastructure

International Atomic Energy Agency is

than conventional power systems.14 This is

immaterial. What is important is to recognize

because central power stations take at least 2

that this accident exceeded the bounds of the

years to build, whereas photovoltaics, wind-

imagination of these who promoted nuclear

power, and end use efficiency can be installed

power, and was a truly global event-within

very quickly, provided the supply infrastruc-

weeks, radiation had not only circled the

ture exists—and once installed, will continue

entire northern hemisphere, but had also

to operate locally even when the central grid

spread across the inter-tropical convergence

is down. The economics of such a massive

zone into the southern hemisphere.10

response are much improved by the existence

of the causes of the failure is

Relatedly, not only is the event not simply

of an integrated, national smart grid, which

the responsibility of TEPCO and the nuclear

is almost completely lacking in Japan today,

bureaucrats of the central government; it is

but such a grid would further enable inter-

also the responsibility of those who promoted

mittent renewable to add resilience to power

nuclear power in the first place. The GE televi-

systems in a faster, more reliable manner

sion advertisement in Japan that said of its

than central power stations.

boiling water reactors “We bring good things
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Tenth, Fukushima has stalled the nuclear

renaissance in Asia. China is revisiting its

The result is three new inexorable political

nuclear expansion plans; the Philippines put

pressures on nuclear decision makers. The

starting its long-completed but never operat-

first is to accelerate direct disposal of nuclear

ed reactor on the side of a volcano back onto

waste while increasing underground interim

indefinite hold; opponents to nuclear sites

spent fuel storage capacity—the latter being

have erupted in Muria in Indonesia (led by

necessary to ensure that aerial bombardment

the local Islamic community), and in India,

of a spent fuel pond does not result in a mas-

long thought to be immune to nuclear critics.

sive radiological release in Korea which

Germany and Italy are bowing out of nuclear

would render the surrounding land uninhab-

power altogether, and reactors begun but not

itable for thousands of years, while the spent

completed in Texas have been simply termi-

fuel cools off enough to be disposed of deep

nated.

underground.

Which brings us to Korea, a tiny nation fes-

The rapidly emerging deep borehole tech-

tooned with reactors in the South and with

nology promises a realistic solution to this

big aspirations to export its standardized

problem in the medium-term, but like Japan,

pressurized water reactors, and with one

due to the ideology of plutonium-based ener-

small light water reactor under construction

gy strategies, South Korea has not investigat-

in the North.

ed this option in a meaningful way.16 There

In reality, South Korea not only must revisit

appear to be suitable geological formations

all the issues outlined above, and retrofit its

in both North and South Korea for emplacing

existing fleet of reactors in many cases. This

high level nuclear wastes permanently into

alone will take much time and money. Now,

holes drilled three to five kilometers deep

however, South Korea’s ambitious reactor

where the material will remain securely

expansion plan faces a more demanding sit-

sequestered for millions of years.17

ing constraint. Co-location of reactors will

However, to exploit this option, two ideolo-

certainly be re-examined, and the idea of

gies will have to be junked: first, that spent

simply increasing the density of fuel rods

fuel is a precious resource that must be kept

stored in spent fuel ponds is unarguably a

for future recycling rather than irretrievably

bad idea—as was reinforced by an authorita-

disposed, a paradigm based on the further

tive MIT report issued on April 26, 2011 on

error of thinking that uranium is in scarce

the future of the nuclear fuel cycle.15 In effect,

supply; and second, that North Korea will

South Korea can only increase the reactors in

remain forever an enemy of South Korea.

its expansion plan by building more on exist-

Some observers have even remarked sardon-

ing sites and running the risk of common

ically that a good place to start a deep bore-

failure modes between reactors, and across

hole industry in North Korea might be at its

reactors and spent fuel ponds. In addition,

mountain nuclear test site, already drilled

the pressure to separate spent fuel storage

deep underground.

from reactor sites increases the urgency of

The second trend is to look for new places to

identifying a safe and reliable set of distrib-

site reactors. The natural solution is to site

uted spent fuel sites—already a politically

them in North Korea and build a truly inte-

gridlocked issue due to local community resis-

grated, smart national grid that covers the

tance.

whole of the Peninsula, and ties to the Russ-
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ian, Chinese, Mongolian, and Japanese grids,

the North Korean reactor will be directly

thereby allowing massive amounts of solar

upwind from Pyongyang and Seoul much of

generated power to be shipped to South

the year. Thus, it presents a very real possibili-

Korea and Japan. Thus, if the South wants

ty of a loss-of-control and meltdown given

safe siting of nuclear power, it needs to hasten

the primitive technology and materials, not

the rapprochement with North Korea. Period.

to mention the unreliable grid that is one of

The third trend is to rethink the strategy of

the identified pathways to causing an

increasing reliance on nuclear power which

unplanned crash shutdown of light water

ironically, reduces technological diversity in

reactors and contributes to the risk of melt-

the power sector and makes it vulnerable to

down accident.

severe technological flaws that can shut

I believe that the North Koreans are well

down many reactors at the same time, as

aware of the technological challenge posed

Japan has discovered to its chagrin in the last

by the directive from the central political

decade.18

The introduction of a smart grid

leadership to complete the reactor in time for

into the ROK with a much stronger emphasis

celebrations of the 100th anniversary of the

on renewable and energy efficiency, com-

birth of Kim Il Sung. In 1994, the top leader-

bined with decreasing reliance on nuclear

ship were briefed by competent electrical

power as a fraction of electricity supply,

engineers that gigawatt sized reactors were

appears to be a sensible strategy. Incidentally,

too big for the North’s electric power grid, and

such a strategy would reduce the risk of radio-

that they should not accept anything bigger

logical hazard arising from state and non-

than a 400 megawatt-electric reactor from

state actor attacks on fuel cycle facilities in

the United States (the only problem being, no

the South—a real hazard due to the continu-

such reactor was commercially available at

ing risk of war in the Peninsula that politi-

that size in the mid-nineties). The leadership

cians and nuclear proponents prefer to not

proceeded anyway with the Sinpo project for

talk about, but no less real as a result of the

two gigawatt sized reactors, in spite of the

neglect.

technical absurdity of the project. All along,

Meanwhile, the only place to find new sites

the KEDO project was primarily about engag-

for reactors is in the North or underground in

ing the United States to change its hostile

the South.

policies towards the DPRK rather than about

It is hard to imagine South Korea engaging

energy per se.

the North on cooperative approaches to

The North’s small light water reactor project

power grids and reactors while conservatives

is no different in that it is driven by purely

rule in Seoul. However, the South not only

political imperatives to look strong at home,

faces an energy security and sustainability

while offering an opportunity to the United

imperative with the North in relation to its

States and other parties, including South

own nuclear power. It also faces the threat of

Korea, to become deeply engaged in the

a nuclear accident in the North at the small

North’s small light water reactor project—and

light water reactor that is now under con-

along the way, bring its enrichment program

struction at Yongbyon. This reactor is intend-

into some form of support for the light water

ed to be about 10 percent of the size of one of

reactor program.

the five reactors at Fukushima. Nonetheless,
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Elsewhere, I and Nautilus colleagues have

outlined in some depth what such an
like,19

at least not on its watch—and ensure that a

and provided

lot of potassium tablets are stockpiled. A reac-

examples based on South Korea’s own diffi-

tor accident in the North would almost cer-

cult early experience with the construction

tainly exceed the North’s capacity to respond

and regulation of light water reactors from a

to the physical and logistical demands of

safety perspective.20

dealing with the site stabilization and recov-

engagement would look

Here, the point I want to make is that after

ery operation itself, let alone evacuate large
populations from downwind, possibly perma-

Fukushima, Seoul must make a choice.
It could engage the North to ensure that the

nently. Paradoxically, such an accident might

small light water reactor project becomes an

lead to a humanitarian operation involving

authentically inter-Korean project, and is

external forces, possibly orchestrated by

implemented to international standards for

China or Russia, and even involving South

design, engineering, and construction—

Korean experts, equipment, and material.

which is hard to visualize given the political

However, compared with the rapproche-

and military standoff today. Obviously, this

ment and engagement strategy, the other two

could not be done in isolation from resolution

strategies are fraught with the risk of war,

of the nuclear weapons issue and a radical

and risk of meltdown and radiation.
Thus, a prudent South Korean leadership

shift in both South Korean and American

would carefully survey the post-Fukushima

policy towards the North.
Alternately, it could treat the North’s small

landscape of opportunity and peril in the

light water reactor as a rapidly emerging

nuclear world, and recast its North Korea pol-

environmental security threat to South

icy with the lessons of Fukushima in mind, in

Korea’s population and land, and decide

order to ease the difficulties of pursuing

whether it will act militarily to halt the reac-

nuclear power in a very small, crowded

tor’s operation once it is turned on. (This

Peninsula and to overcome the security

could be as simple as cutting the power lines

dilemmas created by nuclear power and

so that it has nowhere to transmit to, provid-

nuclear weapons in this tiny land mass.

ed this is done early enough to ensure that
there is almost no radioactive waste fission
products in the reactor core built up and able
to vent to the atmosphere in case of a catastrophic cooling failure and meltdown). Such
a military intervention runs the risk of war
and for this reason, is as difficult to visualize
as engaging the DPRK.
Taking the path of apparent least resistance
between these two very difficult choices is
doing nothing, a third, faith-based strategy
that risks a meltdown of the North Korean
reactor with a massive radiation release over
South Korea. The Blue House could choose to
run this risk and pray that nothing happens,
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